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In their recent article (Microbial production 
of recalcitrant dissolved organic matter: 
long-term carbon storage in the global 
ocean. Nature Rev. Microbiol. 8, 593–599 
(2010)), Jiao et al.1 propose a conceptual 
framework — the microbial carbon pump 
(MCP) — to address the processes and 
mechanisms involved in the generation 
of the recalcitrant organic matter that is 
stored for millennia in the ocean. The MCP 
provides a formalized focus for understand-
ing the role of microbial processes in the 
production of recalcitrant organic matter 
in marine systems, and it also stresses the 
proposition that the part that the ocean 
plays in global climate change is largely 
driven by microorganisms. This nevertheless 
draws attention to microbial production 
of recalcitrant organic matter in global ter-
restrial systems, which cover about 30% of 
the Earth’s surface, as another major global 
carbon pool.

Studies of carbon bio-sequestration in 
both oceanic and terrestrial systems have 
dramatically increased owing to growing 
interest in understanding the global carbon 
cycle as it pertains to climate change2. 
Consequently, much impressive research 
has shown microbial carbon stabilization 
in oceans1,3–6, but somewhat less effort 
has focused on soils, particularly regard-
ing microbial biomass incorporation into 
the soil recalcitrant carbon pool, which 
nevertheless lies at the root of two issues of 
global concern — maintaining agricultural 
productivity and controlling atmospheric 
carbon dioxide levels.

Even currently, microbial contributions 
to long-lived soil carbon pools are often 

regarded as low to negligible, because the 
carbon in living microbial biomass is less 
than 4% of soil organic carbon7,8. However, 
microorganisms add to soil carbon in a 
continuously iterative process of cell genera-
tion, population growth and death. “The 
inability to sum up the effects of a continu-
ally recurrent cause has often retarded the 
progress of science.” (REF. 9.) In recent years 
there has been a greater recognition that 
microbial necromass may dominate inputs 
into those soil organic matter pools that have 
longer turnover times10–14. Thus, in spite of 
severe ignorance about this microbial carbon 
sequestration and the lack of a meaningful 
way to measure the magnitude of this very 
large pool of dead microorganisms, under-
standing the microbial role in soil carbon 
stabilization will undoubtedly advance  
the current state of knowledge of global 
carbon-cycling models.

The recent novel conceptual model using 
Absorbing Markov Chains represents a 
first step in attempting to quantify the flow 
of carbon through microbial pathways in 
terrestrial systems15. Based on rough data 
in an ideal scenario, the model simulation 
suggests that the size of the microbial necro-
mass carbon pool could be about 40 times 
that of the living microbial biomass carbon 
pool in soils. Assuming microbial living 
biomass carbon is 2% of the total soil organic 
carbon, carbon in the necromass would 
account for 80% of the organic carbon in 
soil. Considering that the model parameters 
were generated from divergent sources 
under condition-specific studies, an accurate 
estimation of the properties and dynamics 
of the soil microbial necromass depends on 

additional research. We are eager to provoke 
increased discussions and inspire new stud-
ies related to the role of microbial necromass 
in soil carbon stabilization.
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